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New Releases for

Story Profiles
Get the scoop on the stories
in the new Story Profile
series starting in January.

Radio Drama
The Beggar Child
An old toymaker’s magical dream
about a beggar child, enchanted
toys and a nativity ornament
teaches him the true meaning of
Christmas. Richard Allen Harvey’s
nostalgic music captures the spirit
of the season.

The Fearful Dog
A fearful dog stands in the pouring
rain night after night at Kate and
Michael’s farm. Will they win the
dog’s trust and give him a forever
home during this season of giving?
David Buckley’s “Winter’s Memories”
music creates urgency and hope.

The s2m story “The Fight”
has been converted to a
radio drama, and an excerpt
will be produced by students
in the “Acting for Radio &
Voice Over” class at San
Diego Mesa College in
December.

For January
One Life - Kate and
Michael’s wedding story.
Heart to Heart - Kate
and Michael’s wedding
dance.
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New Releases for

A Grateful Heart
Kate shares her gratitude for all
of the simple things that make her
life rich in this new addition to the
True Love Imagined series. The
“Heartland Home” music by Simon
Arthur Rhodes captures the spirit of
Kate’s gratitude.

The Golden Hour
Kate experiences the exquisite
beauty of the golden hour during a
romantic boat ride on the lake with
Michael in this new addition to the
True Love Imagined series. The lush
“Love You More” music by Simon A.
Rhodes captures the beauty.

Story Profiles
Did you know that the True
Love Imagined stories were
originally written as love
stories between the author
and her boyfriend? Did you
know that “The Shadow
Dragon” story is about how
an abused child feels about
her abuser? Did you know
that “The Boy Who Was
Loved by the Wind” story
was inspired by George
MacDonald’s At the Back of
the North Wind?
Get the scoop on the stories
in the new Story Profile
series starting in December.

Coming Soon
One Life
The Fire
Heart to Heart
The Fearful Dog
The Beggar Child
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New Releases!
Author
Interviews
The Meadow
Get lost in the romance of The Meadow. It’s
a new addition to the love story of Kate and
Michael for the True Love Imagined series.
The gorgeous music by Robert J. Foster is
captivating as Kate tells the story of how
she fell in love with Michael in the meadow
during a picnic lunch.

Why We Sail
Guest Author John D. Norton’s nautical
story captures the true essence of sailing:
an intense, continual thought-process,
a deep visceral experience, and a
demanding physical adeptness. The lush
music by Simon A. Rhodes enhances the
story and puts us in the boat with him.

The new Author Interview
series for stories or poems
that are written by guest
authors is now available
on the s2m website. The
first interview is with Jean
Noah, who wrote the
“Terrible Love” poem for
the poetry2music collection.
The second interview is
with John D. Norton, who
wrote “Why We Sail” for the
Guest Author Collection.
The authors talk about
their stories and why they
wrote them. Check out our
Author Interview page to
listen to the interviews.

The Fight

Coming Soon

Three stories from the True Love Imagined series
were adapted into a short film script called “The
Fight” for a class project at Palomar College. Find
it in the Story Adaptions section on the home page.

One Life
The Fire
Heart to Heart
A Grateful Heart
The Fearful Dog
The Golden Hour
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